AGENDA
UW-GREEN BAY FACULTY SENATE MEETING NO. 8
Wednesday, May 1, 2019
1965 Room, 3:00 p.m.
Presiding Officer: Gail Trimberger, Speaker
Parliamentarian: Steve Meyer
1. CALL TO ORDER
2. APPROVAL OF MINUTES OF FACULTY SENATE MEETING NO. 7
March 27, 2019 [page 3]
3. CHANCELLOR’S REPORT
4. OLD BUSINESS (none)
5.

NEW BUSINESS
a. Resolution on the Granting of Degrees [page 9]
Presented by Speaker Gail Trimberger
b. Election of the 2018-19 Speaker of the Senate
Presented by Speaker Gail Trimberger
c. Memorial Resolution for Prof. Richard Presnell, (Environmental) Education [page 10]
Presented by Scott Ashmann, Associate Dean, CHESW
d. Memorial Resolution for Prof. Joe Moran, Geoscience [page 11]
Presented by James Wiersma, Prof. Emeritus, NAS
e. Resolution on Following Shared Governance Procedures [page 13]
Presented by Prof. Aaron Weinschenk
f. CLOSED SESSION – Honorary Degree Consideration – The senate will go into
closed session pursuant to Wis. Stat. sec. 19.85(1)(c), (f) to discuss the candidate’s
qualifications.
Presented by Prof. Cristina Ortiz and Dean John Katers
g. Expression of gratitude and recognition of Provost Greg Davis
Presented by SOFAS Steve Meyer
h. Expression of gratitude and recognition of Jan Snyder
Presented by SOFAS Steve Meyer
i. EAB Navigate
Presented by Associate Provost Clif Ganyard [page 14]
j. Incentive Based Budget Models
Presented by Mike Cogan, consultant for Huron, and Sheryl Van Gruensven, Vice
Chancellor for Business and Finance
k. Request for New Business

6. PROVOST’S REPORT
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7. OTHER REPORTS
a. Academic Affairs Report [no report]
b. University Committee Report – Presented by UC Chair Courtney Sherman [page 21]
c. Faculty Representative Report – Presented by Christine Vandenhouten
d. Academic Staff Report – Presented by Sherri Arendt [page 22]
e. University Staff Report – Presented by Tracy Van Erem [page 22]
f. Student Government Report – Presented by Abbie Wagaman
8. ADJOURNMENT
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[draft]
MINUTES 2018-2019
UW-GREEN BAY FACULTY SENATE MEETING NO. 7
Wednesday, March 27, 2019
1965 Room, University Union
Presiding Officer: Gail Trimberger, Speaker of the Senate
Parliamentarian: Steve Meyer, Secretary of the Faculty and Staff
PRESENT: Jason Cowell (HUD), Ryan Currier (NAS-Alternate), Greg Davis (Provost, exofficio), Christin DePouw (EDUC), Mike Draney (NAS), Joan Groessl (SOCW), Amulya Gurtu
(BUA-Alternate), Stefan Hall (HUS), Richard Hein (Manitowoc-NAS), Ray Hutchison (PEAUC), Dana Johnson (SOCW), Mark Klemp (Marinette-NAS-UC), Jim Loebl (BUA-UC), Kaoime
Malloy (THEATRE), Daniel Meinhardt (HUB-Alternate), Gary Miller (Chancellor, ex-officio),
Paul Mueller (HUB), Rebecca Nesvet (HUS), Megan Olson Hunt (NAS), William Sallak
(MUSIC), Sawa Senzaki (HUD), Jon Shelton (DJS), Courtney Sherman (MUSIC-UC), Gail
Trimberger (SOCW-UC), Katie Turkiewicz (CIS), Brenda Tyczkowski (NUR), Kristin Vespia
(HUD-UC), Sam Watson (AND), Aaron Weinschenk (PEA), Brian Welsch (NAS), and Julie
Wondergem (NAS-UC)
NOT PRESENT: Hernan Fernandez-Meardi (HUS), Sampath Ranganathan (BUA), and Matthew
Raunio (Sheboygan-BUA)
REPRESENTATIVES: Theresa Mullen (USC) and Abbie Wagaman (SGA)
GUESTS: Travis Albrecht (IT Security Officer), Scott Ashmann (Assoc. Dean, CHESW), Matt
Dornbush (Assoc. Vice Chancellor and Interim Dean of the School of Business), Todd Dresser
(Lead Instructional Designer), Clif Ganyard (Assoc. Provost), Paula Ganyard (Assistant Vice
Chancellor for IT), Jenell Holstead (Chair, Human Development), John Katers (Dean, CSET),
Amanda Nelson (Associate Dean, CSET), Chuck Rybak (Dean, CAHSS), and Christine
Vandenhouten (Faculty Representative)

1. CALL TO ORDER
With the beginning of April just around the corner, Speaker Gail Trimberger was not fooling
when she got the seventh Faculty Senate meeting of the academic year started at 3:01 p.m.
2. APPROVAL OF MINUTES OF FACULTY SENATE MEETING NO. 6, February 27,
2019
Hearing of no errors, mistakes, blunders, boo boos, bungles, botches, inaccuracies, gaffs, or slip
ups that needed correcting, the minutes from the 27 February 2019 Faculty Senate meeting, were
pronounced bodacious and approved via consensus.
3. CHANCELLOR’S REPORT
Chancellor Miller began his remarks with a few words about commencement. In particular, Jan
Allman, President and CEO of Marinette Marine, will be this semester’s commencement speaker.
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The Provost search continues to move forward with 15 airport interviews on April 2-4. This puts
us on track for on-campus interviews prior to commencement.
We have support from UW System for an Entrepreneur-in-Residence who will be part of the
leadership team at TitleTown Tech, the Microsoft/Packer partnership at Lambeau Field. UWGB
alum Craig Dickman, the leader of the TitleTown effort, will have about a $25M venture fund for
need-based entrepreneurship around several themes, including water, the environment,
agriculture, digital health, advanced manufacturing, and sports. The search for the Entrepreneurin-Residence has concluded and the individual will be announced on April 23.
Regarding the state budget, the Building Commission turned down the Governor’s capital budget.
So all of the $3.2B in capital expenditures proposed by the Governor were taken out and will be
rebuilt by the Joint Finance Committee. This is an advantage for us in that of the $3.2B proposed
by the Governor for capital projects, only $2M of that would come to northeastern Wisconsin.
The rest of the state budget as it relates to UWGB is on track.
Work continues on the strategic plan for the Branch Campuses. Expectations are that the plan
will be completed around commencement and part of the summer will be spent rolling out new
programs. It is believed that in Fall 2019 we will deliver five or six bachelor degree programs to
all three Branch Campuses and in the following two years the number of programs will double.
The Board of Regents meets the first week of April and will consider our proposed Mission
Statement. Chancellor Miller will present to the Board’s Education Committee on Thursday and
the full Board will vote on Friday. The next step is the Higher Learning Commission.
4. OLD BUSINESS
a. Request for Authorization to Implement a Master of Science – Sport, Exercise, and
Performance Psychology at UW–Green Bay (second reading)
Chair of Human Development, Jenell Holstead, stepped to the lectern and announced that there
were no changes to the RAI since presenting the first reading in February. With that, Senator
Loebl moved acceptance of the Request for Authorization to Implement a Master of Science
– Sport, Exercise, and Performance Psychology, seconded by Senator Groessl. With no
discussion, the motion carried 29-0-0.
5. NEW BUSINESS
a. Information Security
Similar to a good WWE wrestling match, Paula Ganyard, Assistant Vice Chancellor for IT and
Chief Information Officer, and Travis Albrecht, IT Security Officer, came forward to tag-team on
a presentation discussing a series of Board of Regents and UWSA mandates and policies related
to IT Security. Information security is taken very seriously at UWGB and IT is simply trying to
protect faculty, staff, students, and our data from the likes of the Rowdy Roddy Piper’s and Hulk
Hogan’s of the data theft world.
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IT is working on implementing five policies that went into effect in 2016. First is the Acceptable
Use Policy (BOR Policy 25-3), handled by the security product named “Umbrella.” Second is the
Authentication Policy (UWSA Policy 1030) which deals with password complexity and Duo
multifactor authentication. Third is the Data Classification and Protection Policy (UWSA Policy
1031) which classifies whether a data system is high risk; if so, it must be protected with
multifactor and/or encryption. Fourth is the Awareness Policy (UWSA Policy 1032); i.e., our
annual training requirement and the Cyber Travis awareness notifications. And fifth is the
Incident Response Policy (UWSA Policy 1033), an internal IT procedure for dealing with
malware, phishing, or potential breach.
Coming up this year are three internal IT policies; the Asset Management Policy (UWSA Policy
1035), the Endpoint Protection Policy (UWSA Policy 1036), and the Risk Management Policy
(UWSA Policy 1039). The Privacy Policy (UWSA Policy 1040) will be vetted in the near future.
Most of the policies anticipated to come out in 2020 are behind-the-scenes IT policies.
Why do we need all these policies? According to Travis, we have a lot of valuable data and there
are daily attempts to access these data (especially phishing messages). IT must show what it is
doing to comply with the policies and laws through audits, procedures, and controls.
Our compliance efforts take many forms, including our password policy, Duo MFA, and UWSA
mandated Cisco tools such as Umbrella (web filtering), Cloudlock (cloud data protection), AMP
(anitvirus endpoint protection), and Stealthwatch (a network traffic anomaly detection engine).
Compliance on the part of faculty and staff takes the form of annual training, workstation
timeouts after 30 minutes, password changes every 180 days, multifactor authorization (MFA)
DUO for SIS, MFA for all high-risk data (the goal is to have a complete rollout on Office 365
environment – including email – by December 2019), and monthly phishing testing.
b. Teaching Evaluation Review
Wrestling away the lecture from his significant other, Clif Ganyard came forward to speak on the
topic of teaching evaluations and, in particular, student ratings of teaching. Many groups,
including the UC, CATL, IT, and CAHSS Dean Rybak have been raising questions and initiating
conversations about student evaluations and our “beloved” (or “behated”) CCQs. From these
discussions, there were two items on which we need to move forward.
First, is the alignment of the Branch Campuses with UWGB procedures. The Branch Campuses
used the online evaluation tool “Campus Climate,” which will no longer be supported (not to
mention it is not in alignment with our current policy as stated in our Faculty Handbook). So, we
need to determine a way to conduct student evaluations on the Branch Campuses that is in
alignment with procedures used by UWGB. Therefore, the following method, however
inefficient, will be used for the next year or two. ADAs for the respective programs will prepare
the CCQs needed by their Branch Campus instructors. The ADAs will deliver those CCQs to the
UWGB library, who will then deliver them to the Branch Campus library via their van system.
The Branch Campus library will deliver them to the CEO’s assistant, who will make sure they get
to the correct instructor. Once completed a student will collect the CCQs and deliver them to the
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CEO’s assistant, and the process will continue in reverse. FYI: for UWGB faculty, nothing will
change, we will continue to use the same evaluation process as in the past.
Second, it is time to reevaluate or at least review our current teaching evaluation policies. The
last time this policy (found in the Faculty Handbook) was updated was 2008. The plan is to
create a task force of faculty, likely led by Caroline Boswell, to research best practices and
discuss how we conduct evaluations from multiple perspectives (different colleges, branches,
departments, disciplines, etc.). The task force would then make recommendations and initiate a
discussion on campus. No timeline has yet been set for this work, but when the task force’s work
is completed, they will make recommendations to the Provost.
Associate Provost Ganyard also addressed the delivery method of student evaluations. The
environmental impact of paper evaluations each semester is staggering [(5000 Student FTE)*(4
courses/FTE)*(70% face-to-face classes) = 14,000 sheets of paper]. Moving to an electronic
evaluation tool is more environmentally friendly, not to mention efficient.
c. Request for Future Business
The onset of spring has come slowly
It seems winter’s grip is unholy
With some more sunshine
Climate will align
Lifting spirits that are rather lowly
(There was no new business brought forward)
6. PROVOST’S REPORT
Provost Davis began his report with good news, the final FTE count for the Spring semester for
the Green Bay campus reports an increase of 67 FTE, and admissions are strong for the Fall
semester. That good news was followed up with the sad news that Lidia Nonn decided to retire as
of 1 April 2019, this will impact those faculty who are in the process of submitting grants.
The search for the Dean of the Cofrin School of Business is proceeding, with on-campus
interviews scheduled to occur the last week of April. In fact, there are a lot of activities scheduled
in April. The Provosts and the Board of Regents meet next week. On April 9, UWGB will host
the high school academic competition – thanks to all who have written questions for the
competition or will be assisting with the event. On April 11, UW System has asked UWGB to
host a System task force for teacher education and school leaders. On April 13, UWGB will host
the Destination Imagination competition. Approximately 7,000 students and parents will be on
our campus that day. On April 17, some of our students will be presenting their research to state
lawmakers at the annual Posters in the Rotunda event. On April 26, for the second year of a twoyear commitment, UWGB will host URSCA – the undergraduate System research symposium.
7. OTHER REPORTS
a. University Committee Report. UC Chair Courtney Sherman informed Faculty Senate that Vice
Chancellor Sheryl Van Gruensven will visit senate in May to discuss the Responsibility Centered
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Management (RCM) budgeting process – what it is and how it might impact our programs. RCM
models promise greater transparency and accountability while seeing to it that resources flow to
where they are needed most. Prior to the Vice Chancellor’s May senate visit, two listening
sessions will be held in April, which all faculty are encouraged to attend.
b. Faculty Representative Report. Faculty Representative Christine Vandenhouten informed
senate that the Faculty Reps met the day after the Regents March meeting. Ironically, the Faculty
Reps had a robust discussion of RCM budget models. Madison, Milwaukee, Parkside, Oshkosh,
and Platteville are all in various stages of implementation of an RCM or modified RCM.
Faculty Reps are questioning the Wisconsin statute regarding Fall semester start dates (semester
cannot begin prior to September 1) – is there something that could be done to change that. There
is some support at UW System, but mixed reaction among the Faculty Reps. Faculty Reps met
with System Staff to discuss concerns of faculty losing sick leave for not submitting monthly sick
leave reports (or summer sick leave reports) – attempts will be made to try to improve the
reporting system.
The Reps discussed the ongoing Chancellor search at Whitewater and the new Chancellor search
at Stout. Whitewater’s Faculty Senate sent two resolutions voicing concerns regarding the search
process to the Regent Chair Tracey Klein who is leading the search, but have received no
response to either resolution. So, the Faculty Reps have requested that President Cross come to
their May meeting to discuss the process and their concerns.
A Faculty Rep revised version of System Policy 102 (Program Monitoring Policy), presented to
the Provosts, received mixed reactions. The Provosts’ response was confirmed by Provost Davis
who stated there were three different reactions; some wished there were “more teeth” to the policy
(i.e., wanted System to have a greater role in the decision), some found it fine as is, and some
wanted to dispatch it completely and just leave decisions up to the individual institutions.
Governor Evers will propose a 2+2% raise for university faculty/staff but it is unlikely he will get
the state to fund it fully. Joint Finance listening sessions will be held throughout the state,
including UWGB on April 26. The System-wide Title and Total Compensation group has been
expanded to include all the Faculty and Staff Reps to enhance communication. They are in the
midst of reviewing new job descriptions and looking at the results of the benefits survey.
Finally, the Faculty Reps received a request for a meeting from an aide for state representative
Dave Murphy, who is on a committee for state universities and colleges. The list of five items
this staffer wished to discuss with the Faculty Reps included: 1) the future of UW tuition (what
would happen if/when the tuition freeze is lifted; linking in-state tuition to instructional costs;
capping tuition at 20% of the median Wisconsin household income; capping tuition increases to
CPI; allowing exemptions from either cap if financial aid is provided for middle and low income
students to held them harmless from any increase), 2) institutional governance (creating a local
board made up of three faculty, three staff, one student, and two elected officials to carry out
campus governance, subject to the Board of Regents authority), 3) limiting the use of segregated
fees to student activities, student services, and facility maintenance, 4) expediting credit transfer
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between UW campuses by creating a universal course numbering system within five years, and 5)
defining UW affiliated organizations as any organization that is permitted to use the institutions
brand or is provided access to the use of the institution’s space, resources, or employees without
fair market compensation. The Faculty Reps were advised against meeting with this individual.
c. Academic Staff Committee Report. No report given.
d. University Staff Committee Report. Theresa Mullen stated that the University Staff report
could be found on page 21 of the faculty senate agenda.
e. Student Government Association Report. SGA President Abbie Wagaman addressed the
anxiety created by rumors of tree removal in the arboretum. The Cofrin Center for Biodiversity
updated the SGA, assuring them this was nothing more than a miscommunication. The
composter bid has been distributed. The effort to have students take over responsibility for the
Student Nominated Teaching Awards was rejected by the Student Senate. SGA elections are
coming up April 17 with two nominees for President/Vice President.
8. ADJOURNMENT at 4:28 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,

Steve Meyer, Secretary of the Faculty and Staff
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RESOLUTION ON THE GRANTING OF DEGREES

Be it resolved that the Faculty Senate of the University of Wisconsin-Green Bay, on behalf of the
Faculty, recommends to the Chancellor and the Provost and Vice Chancellor of Academic Affairs
of the University that the students certified by the Registrar of the University as having completed
the requirements of their respective programs be granted their degrees at the Spring 2019
Commencement.
Faculty Senate New Business 5a 5/1/2019
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Memorial Resolution for Richard W. Presnell, Professor Emeritus
Dr. Richard W. Presnell, a longtime UW-Green Bay faculty member who taught in the
Professional Program in Education, died on March 7, 2019 at age 85. He was described by many
as an impassioned environmentalist, an outdoor enthusiast, wood carver, and waterfowl hunter.
Dick's appreciation of nature and his vision of Earth's human population in balance with its
ecology was embodied by his teaching at UW-Green Bay.
He was born March 4, 1934 to Dr. William H. and Helen M. Presnell in Iowa. He attended
Cornell College of Iowa then served in the Army, stationed in Japan for two years during the
Korean conflict. Upon his return, he married his high school sweetheart, Sandra Hulting, and then
attended the University of Iowa to complete both his undergraduate and master’s degrees. Dick
began his career in education as a middle school teacher. With his interest and qualifications in
science, he assumed a position on the faculty of Mesabi Range College.
Dick and his family enjoyed many outdoor activities including camping, hiking, canoeing, skiing,
and ice fishing in beautiful northern Minnesota. When Dick received a grant to study at Cornell
University, the family moved to Ithaca, New York. In 1971, he completed his doctorate in
environmental education and accepted a position with the Education faculty at UW-Green Bay,
where he retired in 1996. It was here that he developed a summer course, taking students on
extended backpacking trips to the Boundary Waters Canoe Area of Minnesota. He also taught
classes at The Clearing and conducted field trips at The Ridges Sanctuary in Door County.
Throughout their lives together, Dick and Sandy travelled extensively, visiting 49 states, ten
Canadian provinces, Europe and New Zealand. Living by the beautiful waters of Green Bay, they
bought a boat and taught themselves how to sail. Happy wanderings between their retirement
home in Door County and a cabin on Lake Constance in Canada kept the couple in harmony with
each other and with nature for their sunset years. It was in Canada that Dick carved and painted
most of the intricate birds and decoys he gave as gifts to those he loved and donations to causes
he supported.
A friend and colleague had this to say… “Dick possessed a bright mind, a kind heart, and a lively
spirit, and played an important role in environmental education at UW-Green Bay from 1971 until
he retired in 1996.” Another UWGB colleague noted, “Dick was truly an environmentalist and
conservationist and showed great respect for our planet. He was well liked by his students,
faculty, staff, and the school administrators he dealt with as Director of Student Teaching at
UWGB. He will be missed.”
His dedication to the restoration and preservation of the natural world has been passed on to
another generation of committed environmentalists through his students, colleagues and family.
On another note to Canada Geese, you are safer now. Dick is hunting somewhere else.
Faculty Senate New Business 5c 5/1/2019
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Memorial Resolution for Joseph M. Moran
Dr. Joseph Moran began his career at the University of Wisconsin-Green Bay in the fall of 1969
as a teaching instructor while he finished his Ph. D. dissertation. Upon completion he dedicated
himself to the university in almost every possible way as is spelled out in later paragraphs. He
was born on February 14, 1944, and died on June 20, 2018, at the age of 74. He retired from the
university on August 30, 2001, as Professor Emeritus. During 1975-1976, he spent a year as a
visiting professor at the University of Illinois.
Joe’s academic training after high school began at Boston College where he earned a B.S. degree
in 1965, and then continued to study at Boston College to earn a M.S in Geophysics (1967). He
continued his formal education at the University of Wisconsin-Madison where he earned a Ph. D.
in Geophysics.
UWGB’s innovative curriculum was generously enhanced by the variety of courses he developed
and taught: Introduction to Environmental Science, Introduction to Weather and Climate, Air
Pollution and Meteorology , Introduction to Earth Science, Oceanography, Regional Climatology,
Physical Geology, Glacial Environments, Climate and History, Meteorology (Calculus Based),
and Perspectives in Environmental Science for the Graduate Program. Professor Moran also
served as a member of graduate students’ thesis committees.
The quality of Dr. Moran’s teaching and research was recognized by several prestigious awards.
In 1974, he was recognized by UWGB for Outstanding Innovative Scholarship. He was further
recognized on the state level in 1993 when he received an award from the University of
Wisconsin Board of Reagents for outstanding teaching; one of only two given annually. Boston
College, of which he was an alumnus, awarded him for Excellence in Science. In 1993, he was
awarded the Barbra Hauxhurst Cofrin Professor of Natural Science for a five-year term at
UWGB.
Both UWGB students and students at several hundred other universities benefited from textbooks
which he coauthored with several different colleagues. Overall, he was a major contributor in the
publishing of 20 different books and editions. One of the goals of the University’s new
innovative program was to have courses that centered on environmental problems and the science
of solutions to them. No such text existed then, therefore, he and two of his other colleagues took
up the challenge to develop a text for nonscience students that was first published in 1972. The
success of this text is verified by the fact that five editions were ultimately published.
The range of topics covered under his authorship is demonstrated by the following partial list of
titles:
Introduction to Environmental Science, J. M. Moran, M. D. Morgan, and J. H. Wiersma (Five
Editions)
Meteorology, The Atmosphere and the Science of Weather, J. M. Moran and M. D. Morgan
Introduction to Weather and Climate, J. M. Moran and M. D. Morgan
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Wisconsin Weather and Climate, J. M. Moran and E. J. Hopkins
Earth Science, S. I. Dutch, J. S. Monroe and J. M. Moran.
Dr. Moran also developed texts for precollege level students for programs sponsored by the
American Meteorological Society. Two of the titles are:
Water in the Earth System (2001) and Ocean Studies (2011-2012).
Professional reviewed articles for scientific publication were yet another major focus of his. Over
his career he published approximately 150 such articles. He remained current in his areas of
expertise by belonging to the following professional societies: American Meteorological Society,
Association of American Geographers, American Quaternary Society, National Science Teachers,
National Association of Geology Teachers, Wisconsin Geographical Society, Wisconsin
Academy of Science and Sigma Xi. Though out his career, Joe also reviewed many manuscripts,
books, and films for scientific journals and publishing companies.
Service to UWGB and local community included serving as the Chair Natural and Applied
Sciences, and the Earth Science Discipline. He served on the Committee of Six Full Professors,
the Faculty Senate and as the Coordinator of the Environmental Science and Policy Program. He
was a member of the Graduate Board of Advisors. High school teachers benefited from his
involvement in the Northeast Wisconsin Teachers’ Meetings held on the UWGB campus and for
many years he and other colleagues led field trips for those teachers. Off campus he served on
the American Meteorological Societies Board of Education. He consulted for various companies
and organizations on the effects that weather and climate had on their activities and operations.
Professor Moran’s career constituted a wide range of interests and contributions. His publication
list of papers, books, and abstracts from professional conferences includes student text books and
technical topics in meteorology, past climates, and geology and indeed is impressive. One of his
special attributes was his ability to work with colleagues and students whether doing research,
team teaching or publishing. Most of us learned something each time we collaborated with him in
such opportunities. Beyond research and writing Joe was dedicated to teaching and was
concerned for and dedicated to students. He loved taking them on field trips to introduce them to
the fundamentals of the subject of focus. When students were reluctant to participate in field
discussions or answer questions, he often demanded that they “get down to touch and feel the
rock!” During his retirement, Joe continued to produce new projects, revise and update books,
and to work with American Meteorological Society with which he spearheaded several
nationwide educational projects and led summer field courses for high school teachers. Even
more telling, was in spite of declining health, he retained his unique sense of humor. Although
born, raised and educated in Massachusetts, Joe lost most of his New England accent unless he
wanted to turn it on. He even learned to root for the Milwaukee Brewers against the Boston Red
Sox whom he sometimes affectionately called the “Red Flops.”
Submitted by: Professors J. H. Wiersma, R. D. Stieglitz and M. D. Morgan
Faculty Senate New Business 5d 5/1/2019
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Resolution on Following Shared Governance Procedures
Whereas Chancellor Miller reaffirmed his support of Shared Governance in a 17 August 2015
memo and noted that “existing shared governance organization and procedures will continue at
UWGB as allowed by law” and that “the collaboration of students, staff and faculty governance
bodies will be even more important in the coming years,” and
Whereas Instructional Academic Staff at the UW-Green Bay Branch Campuses were sent a memo
on 30 January 2019 stating that “…all branch campus IAS appointments (including contracts,
titling, and compensation) will be aligned with UW-Green Bay policies,” and
Whereas that memo sets the minimum pay rate for associate lecturers at the Branch Campuses at
UW-Green Bay’s minimum rate of $27,270 per year rather than at the minimum rate currently
used for associate lecturers at Branch Campuses ($40,696 per year), and
Whereas the Committee on Workload and Compensation is charged with “i. Identifying the
various existing and potential components of workload and forms of compensation for Academic
Staff, University Staff, and Faculty, ii. Identifying areas of concern and stress among personnel
relating to workload and compensation, and iii. Formulating options for remedying perceived
workload and compensation shortcomings, dysfunctional procedures, or inequities on this
campus,” and
Whereas the Committee on Workload and Compensation was not made aware of the 30 January
2019 memo regarding changes to the compensation of instructional academic staff at the Branch
campuses, and
Whereas the Committee on Workload and Compensation only learned about the 30 January 2019
memo because concerned personnel with IAS appointments at the UW-Green Bay Branch
Campuses reached out to UW-Green Bay (main campus) faculty and shared the memo, and
Whereas the Committee on Workload and Compensation was not sought out to help formulate
options for remedying compensation shortcomings, an important part of its charge, and
Whereas the 30 January 2019 memo generated concern and stress among personnel related to
compensation, and
Therefore, the UW-Green Bay Faculty Senate reminds the administration at UW-Green Bay of
the critical importance of following shared governance procedures, something that it has
committed to doing.

Faculty Senate New Business 5e 5/1/2019
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University of Wisconsin
System Investment in
Student Success

• UW System 2020FWD Strategic
Framework includes initiatives to increase
retention and completion and close
equity gaps
• 360 Advising Initiative strategies include
predictive analytics and tools for
coordinated, targeted student support

Challenges and opportunities
Opportunity based on national data: 80%of non-retained students
leave for reasons other than academic failure

UW System Challenge: Low 4-year graduation rates and
persistent equity gaps

Financial stress: 30%

All new freshmen: 39%
First generation: 30%
Pell gr ant I ec1p1ents: 27'' 1
Underrepresented minority: 23%

Academic failure: 20%

(2012 cohort)

Personal crisis: 20%

(Beginning Postsecondary Students Longitudinal Study, 2011)

•

Costs of not retaining students

u�\'

UtllVERSITY OF
WISCONSIN SYSTEM

Students incur debt, sometimes
without completing a degree to
boost their earning power.

Wisconsin higher education institutions will not
meet the need for an educated workforce, at a
time when the population is _aging and fewer
students are gradu3Jirigfrom
high school.
,

UW System institutions lose tuition
revenue that could otherwise could be
reinvested in programs and services.

UW System capacity-building solution
Contract with EAB for Navigate student success management system to:
• Join network of 500+ higher education institutions using Navigate
• Lower cost to 4 UW institutions already using Navigate
• Provide affordable entry to 8 more UW institutions
Develop intra-system network sharing best practices among UW System colleagues

.,--•.
••

Potential impact on student outcomes
Implemented in 2013-14 at
UW-Milwaukee, where
officials consider Navigate
key to increasing retention
rate of first-year students
from68%to74%

Georgia State University officials credit multiple strategies,
including Navigate implementation, with successes:
• Increased undergraduate degrees awarded
by 67% from 201 0-11 to 2016-17
• Increased degree awards to Pell grant
recipients & students of color

UNIVE.RSITY,n..,sc.oNSll'f

MILWAUKEE
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A technology system that supports student success through:

What is
Navigate?

• "Smart" guidance at pivotal points to clarify the student's
path to progress and degree completion
• Proactive, targeted intervention to ensure students at
higher risk receive services to succeed
• Analytics that reveal opportunities to reduce barriers,
identify intervention needs and support student success

https://www.wisconsin.edu/ss-eab-project/

Strategic care by advisers,
faculty, support staff

Smart guidance
for students

360-degree view of
actionable student
data (academic,
financial, behavioral)

Guided
onboarding

Customized tips
& reminders

Cross-campus
appointment
scheduling

IIII-

■-

-·

••

Iii

Administrator:

I can find out which
colleges or majors have
the most students at
risk for not graduating.

Targeted
outreach; direct
emails & texting
from platform

Campus-wide
coordinated
student care

''

•

cl,

•

0

What's in
it for me?
Retention coordinator:

Department chair:

I can run a campaign for
students on probation
to connect them with
resources.

I can use data to
reveal barriers to
program completion
in my department.
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Analytics for
administrators

Historical student
success patterns

Strategic care
based on
predictive model

Identification of
intervention
opportunities by
discrete populations

11111
�

•.
••

Student service
activity analysis
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Adviser:

I can find key data
about the student
who's my next
appointment...in 30
seconds.

Student:

The app keeps me on
track for things I
have to d o each
week.
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EAB Navigate

UW-Green Bay
Navigate
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› Find and enroll your

We help schools
support students
from enrollment to
graduation and beyond

› Support and

right-fit students

graduate more
students

ROOTED IN RESEARCH

7,500+Peer-tested

best practices

500+

Enrollment innovations
tested annually

ADVANTAGE OF SCALE

1,500+Institutions
served

3.7 M+ Students supported by
our SSMS

› Prepare your

WE DELIVER RESULTS

95%

institution
for the future

Of our partners continue with
us year after year, reflecting
the goals we
achieve together
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A Partnership—
UW Institutions, UW System, EAB
 Facilitate cross-institutional

opportunities for
collaboration focused on
emerging issues

 Address shared challenges,

insights, strategies, and
solutions; provide system
recommendations

 Leverage all Navigate

implementations and create
efficiencies
3

What is EAB’s Student Success
Management System?
The SSMS is an enterprise-level technology links administrators, advisors, deans, faculty, other
staff and students in a coordinated care network designed to help schools proactively manage
student success and deliver a Return on Education.

Our Platform Promise
Unlock the power of data analytics,
bringing real-time insights and
student success management
intelligence to administrators and
leaders

Create a connected and coordinated
network of support for every student,
enabling targeted intervention and
proactive, strategic care

Provide smart guidance at the most
pivotal moments along the college
journey, simplifying and structuring
pathways to completion.

17
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Smart Guidance for Students

11

Mobile Platform Provides Tailored Guidance to Help Students Succeed
Guided Onboarding
A timeline of to-dos helps
students navigate the
transition to college with
timely, customized support.
Alert notifications remind
students about important
deadlines and overdue tasks.

Pivotal Moments Path and
Term-to-Term Tools
Post-onboarding, students can
see important college milestones
disaggregated into tasks and alerts
to help them plan their term.

The experience is customized
based on student SIS and
intake survey data; the
timeline dynamically updates
based on student progress
and in-app activity.

Self-service tools allow students to
connect with their personal success
team, schedule their week, and
receive customized guidance.

Program Explorer
The Program Explorer mobile tool simplifies the
major selection process, allowing students to
make simpler, smarter decisions early in their
college experience.
After capturing students’ interests and career
preferences, the Program Explorer generates a
customized a list of best-fit programs and job
recommendations.

Members Seeing Rapid Adoption and Robust Usage Among Their Students

86%

93%

80%

+13K

Of first-time freshmen downloaded
the mobile platform at orientation

Of freshmen downloaded the mobile
platform in first-year seminars

Of steps completed by students in
the mobile platform on average

Steps completed in the mobile
platform during orientation

ABILENE CHRISTIAN UNIVERSITY

ROBERT MORRIS UNIVERISTY

METROPOLITAN STATE UNIVERISTY OF DENVER

UNIVERSITY OF MARY WASHINGTON

Intake: Understanding who your students are


A quick survey that captures new information about the
student to customize content

Capabilities
 Allow students to provide information (ex: belonging to a special
populations) that would not be evident from the Student
Information System
 Provide more ways to customize and target content for students
(e.g., quick polls directed only at first-generation students)
 Give advisors a more complete view of students (for Campus
members, advisors will see student intake survey selections in
student profile)

Setup
Information
required

Sign-off on student self-identification intake options (ex:
veteran, commuter, first-generation)

Feature owner

Content Administrator

Contributors

Content Engagement Team

Estimated time

~1-2 weeks (can be expedited if done onsite)

18
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Strategic Care for Faculty, Advisors, and Staff

10

Workflow Tools Enable Targeted Interventions and a Network of Support
Campaign
Management

Smart Student Profile
We provide a 360-degree view of
the most actionable student data
(academic, financial, and
behavioral) to support holistic and
strategic student care. The Smart
Student Profile includes:
• Personal
information

• GPA and credit
trends by term

• Key academic
indicators
including
predicted risk

• Alerts and
cases

• Unofficial
transcript and
class
information

Improve advisor efficiency and
promote proactive advising with
targeted mass outreach to students,
including responsive scheduling and
tools to monitor campaign results.

• Assigned
advisors and
tutors

Appointment Scheduling
Provide faculty and staff with
flexible appointment scheduling and
tools to promote better planning
and availability management.

• Mobile app
engagement
data

Coordinated Care Network
Coordinate campus-wide student
support through observational early
alerts, case referrals, closed-loop
reporting, and centralized
interaction records like notes,
documents, and customizable
permissions.

Multi-Modal Student
Communications
Engage with individual and groups
of students through email, text, or
click-to-call directly through the
platform.

Staff Embedding Strategic Care Tools into Their Daily Work—Leading to Impressive Results

100%

22
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$674K

Of full-time advisors using
the system daily

Percentage point increase in
student satisfaction with advising

Percentage point increase in
four-year graduation rate

In additional tuition revenue
with zero increase in staff

BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERISTY

UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA

VIRGINIA COMMONWEALTH UNVIERSITY

SAMFORD UNIVERSITY

Intelligence for Administrators
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Analytics Help Leaders Translate Insights Into Action

Historical Trend
Analytics

Population
Health Analytics

Identify opportunities and
evaluate patterns of student
success, risk, and failure using
up to 10 years of historical data
unique to your institution.

Track key academic
performance and progress
indicators with dashboards that
help you identify intervention
opportunities across discrete
student populations.

Predictive Analytics

Effectiveness Analytics

Understand both cohort-level and
individual student risk to facilitate
timely and strategic care across all
students groups. Our machine
learning engine ingests up to 10
years of historical data to custom
configure a predictive model
customized for your institution.

Access aggregate and line
item reports on student groups,
alerts, assignments, cases,
appointments, attendance,
and risk. Sample SSMS
Activity reports include:
• Advisor
Activity
Reports
• Tutor Activity
Reports
• Progress
Reports

• Alerts Reports
• Absence and
Enrollment
Reports
• Assignment
Reports

Members Unlocking the Power of Data to Guide Impactful Changes

8 fewer

2%

120

27+

Excess credit hours at graduation
on average, after re-targeting
resources based on analytics

Increase in undergraduate
persistence following data-driven
changes to curricular policies

Degree plans created based on
historical data trends, in order to
reduce time to degree

Courses re-designed following
analysis and identification of
“barrier” courses

GEORGIA STATE UNIVERISTY

UNIVERSITY OF NORTHERN COLORADO

SALISBURY UNIVERSITY

MIDDLE TENNESEE STATE UNIVERSITY
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Recommended Roll-Out Strategy

9

Understanding the Typical Implementation Process
Navigate Staff
Phase I: Advising

Phase II: Faculty &
Tutoring

Phase III: Financial Aid,
Career Services Other Care
Units

Phase II: All Students

Future Phases: Special
Populations

Phase II:
Institution Reports

Phase III: Predictive Model
& Success Markers

Navigate Student
Phase I: Pilot Students

Intelligence
Phase I:
Population Health
Dashboards, Activity Analytics

*Phases may not be concurrent
Phase I Focus: Ensure
advising workflow is optimized
and pilot student content is
configured
• Pilot group and expanded
advising unit utilize the
desktop site

Phase II Focus: Expand to additional users and begin utilizing
analytics available through historic data collection.
• Advisors, tutors and students can schedule appointments with
one another
• High utilization of key features by user groups
• Roll out and strategic use of Institution Reports

• Pilot students download app
at orientation
©2016 The Advisory Board Company • eab.com
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University Committee Report
1 May 2019
The UC business this Spring has concluded with the many agenda items covered in this meeting.
As I conclude my term as chair of the UC, I wish to thank you all for the opportunity to serve you
in this capacity.
As the semester concludes, two new items have come forward, and will be on the Senate agenda
for discussion and action right away in the Fall. Those items are:



Reorganization of the Austin E. Cofrin School of Business—Jim Loebl presented an
overview of the proposal to the UC on 4/24/19. The UC will further discuss this item in
the Fall and bring it forward to the Senate for consideration in September.
Unit nomenclature—Clif Ganyard and Steve Meyer have recently participated in
discussions regarding the official nomenclature used to describe Units on this campus.
Clif and Steve suggest a thoughtful reconsideration and updating of language to more
clearly describe our academic groupings. Discussion of this issue will commence in the
Fall. If there are questions about this issue at this stage, contact Clif or Steve.

The 2019-2020 University Committee will be chaired by Jim Loebl. If you wish to bring forward
business in the Fall, contact him.
Please join me in thanking our Faculty Representative to System, Christine Vandenhouten, for the
wonderfully committed work she has done in the past four years. She will be stepping down from
her role as Rep next academic year. Her outstanding representation has been greatly appreciated.
Respectfully submitted,
Courtney Sherman, Chair
University Committee
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Academic Staff Committee Report for Faculty Senate
May 1, 2019



The Academic Staff spring assembly is May 9, 2019 at 3 pm in the Christie Theatre.
The ASC is reviewing election results and appointive committee information to form
committees for 2019-20.

Respectfully submitted,
Jamee Haslam, Chair
Academic Staff Committee

University Staff Committee Report for Faculty Senate
May 1, 2019



Teri Ternes has accepted the position of UW System Representative for University Staff.
The University Staff election results are in, and those elected to USC and campus
committees have been notified.

Respectfully submitted,
Kim Mezger, Chair
University Staff Committee
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